The nuclear modification factor R AA has been satisfactorily described by various jet quenching models. Nonetheless, all these formalisms, until very recently, underpredicted the high-p T (> 10 GeV) elliptic flow v 2 . We find that the simultaneous description of these observables requires to strongly suppress the quenching for the first ∼ 0.6 fm after the collision. This shows the potential of jet quenching observables to constrain the dynamics of the initial stages of the evolution.
Introduction
Jet quenching phenomena arising from the modification of parton showers in a colored medium are considered one of the most successful and versatile tools to characterize the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) created in heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). While the nuclear modification factor R AA has been properly described by all the energy loss models, their results on the high-p T elliptic flow were systematically below the experimental data points. Recently, it was claimed that soft-hard correlations are essential to well describe the high-p T asymmetries, whose correct definition is given by the scalar product, v SP n [1] . This talk is based on our recent publication [2] . We compute here the nuclear modification factor R AA and the high-p T elliptic flow v 2 for charged particle production in the 20 -30% centrality class of √ s NN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC using the Quenching Weights (QWs) formalism [3] and EKRT event-by-event (EbyE) hydrodynamic profiles [4] . We show that the treatment of initial stages is decisive for the simultaneous description of both observables, since the high-p T v 2 experimental data can only be described by turning off the quenching for the first ∼ 0.6 fm after the collision.
Framework
The cross section of a hadron h at rapidity y and transverse momentum p T can be written as
All the calculations are performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD) using the code from Ref. [5] . For the parton distribution functions (PDFs) we make use of CTEQ6.6M [6] proton PDFs with EPS09 [7] nuclear corrections. We employ DSS07 [8] fragmentation functions. The Quenching Weights P( ), used in the multiple soft approximation [3] , depend on two variables, ω c and R, which, for a dynamically expanding medium, are proportional, respectively, to the first and second moment of the jet quenching parameterq(ξ ) given by:
along the trajectory, ξ , of the radiating parton. Here ε is the local energy density taken from EKRT hydrodynamic simulation. The K-factor is the only free parameter of our approach, which is fitted to the p T > 10 GeV R AA experimental data [9] . Then, the fitted K-factor is employed to compute the elliptic flow in the hard sector by means of the scalar product definition [1] . Since Eq. (2.2) is valid both for the partonic and hadronic phase of the evolution [10] , we can explore here two different scenarios: a) assuming no quenching in the hadronic phase, that is, stopping the energy loss at the chemical freeze-out T q = T chem = 175 MeV or b) using Eq. (2.2) in both phases, i.e., up to the kinetic freeze-out T q = T dec = 100 MeV 1 .
We obtain the EbyE space-time distribution of the local energy density by solving the relativistic hydrodynamic equations with EKRT initial state, shear viscosity parametrization η/s(T ) = param1 from Ref. [7] and initialization proper time τ f = 0.197 fm. Since energy loss in the BDMPS-Z formalism does not require neither thermalization nor isotropization, it can be employed for times prior to τ f and, thus,q(ξ ) for these early times needs to be obtained via extrapolations. All the phenomenological studies aiming to determine the high-p T harmonics start the interaction of the hard parton with the medium at the initial time of the hydrodynamic model, generally τ f = 0.6 fm (or larger). Since the initialization time of EKRT EbyE hydrodynamics is τ f = 0.197 fm, we present a framework that, for the first time, allows us to change the quenching in the early stages of the evolution and, thus, to establish when the energy loss begins. For this purpose, we consider the three following early time extrapolations 2 : Case i) τ q = 0 fm, whereq(ξ ) =q(τ f ) for ξ < τ f = 0.197 fm.
Case ii) τ q = 0.197 fm. Here,q(ξ ) = 0 for ξ < τ f = 0.197 fm, that is, the energy loss begins at 0.197 fm. Case iii) τ q = 0.572 fm. Here,q(ξ ) = 0 for ξ < τ q = 0.572 fm. So, the quenching starts at 0.572 fm. The dependence of the nuclear modification factor R AA (p T ) and the elliptic flow v SP 2 (p T ) in the hard sector on the end-point of the quenching is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume here no energy loss before the initial time τ f = 0.197 fm of the hydrodynamic profile, that is, Case ii) τ q = 0.197. As it can be seen on the left panel of this figure, the dependence of the inclusive particle production suppression on the presence or absence of quenching in the hadronic phase is mild. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows that the high-p T v SP 2 (p T ) is sensitive to the end-point of the energy loss, suggesting a better description of the experimental measurements when there is only energy loss in the partonic phase. It is worth emphasizing that, independently of when we end our calculation, the high-p T elliptic flow remains underestimated.
Results
In Fig. 2 we present the dependence of these observables on the starting time of the energy loss. We assume here that there is no quenching in the hadronic phase, i.e., T q = T chem . It can be seen that, no matter when the quenching begins, our model fairly describes the nuclear modification factor. Nevertheless, the high-p T elliptic flow turns out to be very sensitive to the starting point of the energy loss. In fact, the correct determination of the v SP 2 (p T ) in the hard sector within our approach requires the absence of energy loss for the first ∼ 0.6 fm after the collision, in agreement with the set-up that other works were implicitly employing [1, [13] [14] [15] . [9, 11, 12] . The blue solid, τ q = 0 fm, dotted green, τ q = 0.197 fm, and dashed purple, τ q = 0.572 fm, lines correspond, respectively, to Cases i), ii) and iii) of the early times treatment. T q = T chem = 175 MeV is used.
Conclusions
We compute the azimuthally averaged R AA and the high-p T v 2 for the 20 -30% centrality class in √ s NN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC. Our framework is based on the QWs embedded in the EKRT EbyE hydrodynamic model. We study the sensitivity of these observables to the presence of energy loss during the hadronic phase of the evolution, and to the starting time of the energy loss. The simultaneous and correct determination of these observables within our approach shows up to be incompatible with the presence of energy loss during the first ∼0.6 fm after the collision. This corresponds to the set-up that, up to now, all the phenomenological studies trying to describe the jet harmonic coefficients were implicitly adopting. Therefore, this is not a special characteristic of our framework, but a general outcome: the azimuthal asymmetries in the hard sector emerge as a direct signature of the dynamics of the initial stages of the evolution.
